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J.n Inquiry into the Nature of a Somatic Segregation

of Characters in the LeConte Pear.

INTRODUCTI ON.

There are mant examples of variation of characters in

somatic tissue mentioned, in horticultural literature and. probably

only a few o± those existing have as yet been observed, and recorded..

Downing (1) in describing the May Duke cherry mentions the

fact that this variety freq,uently produces some branches which ripen

their fruit much .ater than the others, thus conspicuously prolong-

ing the fruiting season.

Coxe (2) in describing the sweet and sour apple remarks

that this variety 'derives its name from the peculiar property of

possessing these different q,ualities in the same fruit; the surface

is often uneven, the prominences having one taste and. t he hollows

another."

That sometimes different parts of a plant are to be

found bringing into expression different characteristics is well

illustrated by Bailey (3J, who calls attention to the fact that

very often a root cutting will not transmit variegations, although

other varietal characteristics remain the same. For example, the

variegated prickly comfrey does not always come true to type when

propagated from root cuttings. Also when propagating some variega-

ted plants, as the ivy-leafed geranium L'Elegante, by means of leaf



cuttings, variegations will not always be reproduced by the rooted

leaf.

Viebber (4) in describing a certain pineapple variety, the

Red Spanish, calls attention to the fact that this variety sometimes

has nearly smooth-margined leaves, but at other times the leaves are

wholly or in part serrate, thus exhibiting a true somatic variation.

Instances in which color is the character which separates

out are described by Kraus (5). For example, the Esopus (Spitzen-

berg) apple, very frequently exhibits a pure yellow band of varying

width extending from stem to calyx, although the Esopus is usually

solid red in color. Other varieties behave in mach the same maimer

from time to time; however, no variety, so far as we have record,

exhibits a striping in a color for which it bears no factor.

(Hed.rick--6) Kraus (5) also mentions a certain almond tree

which bears both sweet and bitter fruits, scattered throuiout the

tree.

ciook (7) in discussing the dimorphism occurring in the

leaves of certain varieties of cotton and closely related plants

cites an additional examole of variation of somatic tissue. "The

E'ptian variety of Hibiscus caimabinus with the lobed leaves pro-

duced entire leaves at the base of the stalk, as also happens with

the narrow-lobed 'okra' varieties of Upland cotton. The Hibisous

leaves show a very abrupt transition from the broad, simple form of

leaves on the lower part of the stalk to the narrow, deeply lobed

form on the upper part."

Perhaps these random citations (no effort has been made
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to present a comDlete list) are sufficient to show that a variation

of somatic characters is no new thing and that frequent mention of

such facts may be found in horticultural literature. It would be

very interesting if sne study could be made in these cases in order

to ascertain, if possible, the general laws underlying such varia-

tions.

Attention to the somatic variation of characters as it

commonly occurs in the LeConte pear was first drawn by V. R. Gardner,

of the Horticultural Departmeat,of the Oregon gricultural College,

in Febr'iarj 1913.

ORIGIN OF TIlE LECOTE.

The connon pear, rus commu.nis, has been cultivated in

-rnerica from the earliest colonial times and. has been grown with

more or less success ft many rarts of the country. There is an-

other pear, Pyrus sinensis, whose first recorded appearance in the

United States is to be found in the Tlursery Lists of the Prince

Hursery, Flushing, Long Island, in 1641, having been imported by

that company from France.

The general botanical characters of the counon pear,

Pyras communie, are well 1iown and it is needless to introduce a

description of them at this point. However, the general character-

istics of i'yiis siiiensis, the Chinese or Sand pear, as it is common-

ly iown, should receive brief rrcntion.

Pyrus sinensis tiattains a height of twenty or more feet

and is remar1ble for its vigorous and rapid growth of strong, thick



greenish shoots, its freedom from disease and its hardiness.

The leaves are long-pointed and broadly ovate, dark green, shining

and larger than those of _jrus communis, with margins that have

sharp, almost bristle-like teeth. The flowers are large, white

tinted with pinJ, and appear shortly before the foliage. The fruit

is hard and generally rough, usually with a cavity about the stem;

the flesh is warted, gritty, tough and in flavor poor and insipid;

and the ca]x nearly always falls before maturity. The species is

1iovn in this country in a number of varieties, among which are

Daimyo, Gold. Dust, Hawaii, Siebold, Japanese Sand, Sha Lea (Chinese

Sand), and others". (8)

"The first hybrid to appear in this country was the LeConte.

About the year 1846, Major John IConte, a resident of Tew York, had.

a number of fruit trees sent to his niece, Mrs. J. L. C. Hardin, of

Liberty County, Georgia, from the nurseries of Thomas Hogg. Among

other plants was a tree of the Sand rear, which Mr. Hogg had obtain-

ed from Ferdinand Potter, a nurser man of Providence, who in his

turn had received it from the Prince Nurseries. Contrary to ex-

ectations the fruit proved to be niuch better than the Sha Lea

(Chinese Sand) pear as imovrn up to that time. The variety was

given the name "LeConte", but its male parentage will never be 1iown.

It has been said to have been Bartlett, but this statement lacks good

authority. (The fact is that this variety, like other so-called

hybrids, may not be a hybrid at all, but merely a sport or seedling

variation. The species has a marked tendency towards variation,

and it is not necessary, therefore, to suppose that the LeConte is
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a result Of hybridizing.)" (9)

PRESENTATION OF DLT..

With the fore-going facts in mind regarding the history

and, characteristics of Pyrus sinensis and its supposed hybrid, the

LeConte, attention may now be turned to the iimnediate problem at

hand.

Referring back to the description of Pyras sinensis it

will be noted that fruits of this species nearly always lose their

calyces before maturity. However, in the case of the LeConte,

mature fruits may be obtained in which all of the calyx lobes are

persistent, others in which only four are persistent, still others

in which only three, two, or one are persistent; and in many cases

the entire calyx is deciduous. There does not seem to be any def-

inite arrangement in which these calyces are persistent; the missing

lobes may be adjacent or they may be opposite. Again it is not in

the mature fruit alone that this characteristic is to be observed

but it may be seen from the time the fruit. is first set.

There is in the College Orchard at Corvallis, Oregon, a

tree of the LeConte pear and it was decided to make a careful obser-

vation and count of all the fruits produced. during a single season

in order to deteiine, if possible, just what is the nature Of this

seeming gregation of characters in somatic tissue. Accordingly,

as soon as the tree bloomed a careful examination of the flowers

was made in 'der to detei,nine if any segregation takes place at

this time. There were no striking variations in the flowers and
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nothing was observed at this time to indicate that there was later

to be a segregation of characters.

As SO3fl as the ttdropu began a large canvas was spread

under the tree and, the fruits were collected and counted from time

to time throughout the entire season. As the following table shows,

there was a total of 5396 fruits collected during the season. The

first column gives the date of the observation; the second column,

headed 5P, lists those fruits having all calyx lobes persistent; the

third, 4P, those fruits having four calyx lobes persistent and one

deciduous; the fourth, 3P, those fruits having three calyx lobes

persistent and two deciduous, etc., and the seventh, D, those fruits

having all calyx lobes deciduous. Under each count will be found

the percentage such number bears to the total number of fruits col-

lected and tabulated under that date.

TABLE I.

Date 5P 4P 3P 2P IP D Total

5/22 106 7 20 27 25 612 797

2 .13 .01 .03 .03 .03 .77'

5/29 87 9 16 30 21 400 563
.16 .02 .03 .05 .04 .71

6/9 189 23 44 52 55 1028 1391
.14 .02 .03 .04 .04 .76

6/14 112 25 40 55 41 585 858

.13 .03 .04 .06 .04 .68

6/25 104 13 30 32 29 450 658
.16 .02 .04 .05 .04 .68

7/26 1 1 3 2. 1 19 26

.04 .04 .12 .04 .04 .73

10/25 174 38 4? 92 66 686 1103

.16 .03 .04 .08 .07 .62

Total
116 200 289 238 3780 5396
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t first inspection the preceding table seems to throw

but little light upon the question in hand. Before it may be cor-

rectly interpreted attention must be turned for a moment to the

morpholoj of pomaceous fruits.

Pomaceous fruits in general may be regarded as consisting

of one to several drupe-like fruits, more or less intimately united

with a fleshy torus, on or within which they are borne. In the

pear, the fleshy torus surrounds these drupe-like fruits, or carpels,

which in this case are five in number. This somatic flesh, however,

is only affected indirectly by the fertilization of the ovules, such

fertilization usually providing the necessary stimulus for the devel-

opinezit of this torus. (10)

In the immediate problem the;, it is permissible to regard

each separate carpel as a distinct unit with which is intimately

associated a single calyx lobe. The following tabulation is obtain-

ed. by reducing the figures presented in Table 1, separating all the

above mentioned drape-like fruits into two classes according to the

deciduous or persistent character of the corresponding calyx lobes.

For example, referring back to Table 1, column 8, it will be found

that 797 composite fruits (if such an expression may be used were

examined on May 22, or in other words a total of 3985 separate

fruits, as abe defined. The method of obtaining these tabula-

tions is relatively simple. For instance, under the heading o±

3P (Table 1) the mathematical factor 20 is multiplied by 3, giving

60 separate fruits having a single calyx lobe and this lobe persist-

ent; also, multiplyiig this same mathematical factor by 2 (the num-

ber of càlyx lobes which are deciduous from fruits listed in this



column) gives 40 separate fruits having a single calyx lobe and

this lobe deciduous. Following is a summary of these computations:

TABLE II.

Date Total Persistent Deciduous Batio

5/22 3985 69? 3288 4.7
5/29 2815 600 2215 3.7
6/9 6955 1328 5627 4.2
6/14 4290 931 3359 3.6
6/25 3290 755 2535 3.4
7/26 130 21 109 5.2
10/25 5515 1413 4102 2.9

Total

26980 5745 21235 3.7

DISCtJSSION OF DATA.

According to Mendel's Law of Inheritance it is to be ex-

pected that as a general thing in the immediate cross of two parents

with two opposing factors the dominant factor is the only one in

evidence; e.g. in the lresent case the parent, Pyrus commilnis, carry-

ing a factor for Persistent calyx lobes may be designated as "P" and

the other parent, Prrus sinensis, carrying a factor for deciduous

calyx lobes may be designated as "D", then t1 first cross pD, would

according to general ex-rerience show all the calyx lobes deciduous,

if the deciduous factor is the dominant one as the data tends to

show. Crossing pD on pD the next generation (F2) would afford,

according to oonron e::rerience, a population represented by the

2 2
formula p 2pD-D . In other words it would be expected that the

ratio of P to D individuals would be found as 1 is to 3, the individ-

uals pD on account of the cLrninance of the deciduous factor arpea

the same as though pure D.



From the above data, however, it is evident that in this

pear hybrid there is not a complete suppression of the recessive

character in the first generation (F]). On the other hand, there

is to be found a somatic segregation of characters ia the Innediate

cross, and this sereation numerically follows ve1j closely the

numbers that would be exeoted in the P2 generation according to the

Mendelian Law of inheritance of contrasted factors.

Thus far it has been assumed that the LeConte is a hybrid

between the species Ps sinensis and Pyrus coniunis, one of which

carries a. single factor for calyx 8eciduusness and the other a

single factor for calyx persistence. This is undoubtedly an as-

sumption not entirely warranted by the facts. A careful study of

Pyrus communis shows that it, as we?]. as Pyrus sinensis, sometimes

e::hibits a tendency tcwards shedding its calyx lobes as the fruit

develor.s. The following list of varieties of pears is described

by J. Decaisne (11), all of wMch vari ties are supposedly pure

Pyrus conwiunis, (since the list was larely made up before the intro-

duction of 3jrus sinensis to the general public of Europe. However,

the first imi,ortation of Pyrus siensis into Euroe vas made in the

year 1820 according to the rcors of the Royal Horticultural Society

of London.) (l2 In this list the variety is given in the first

column; if its calyx lobes are always found to be persistent (P) a

check (#) is made in the second column; if the calyx lobes are some-

times persistent and. sometimes deciduous a check is made in the third

column headed mixed (Ml; and if the deciduous character very rarely

appears such varieties are further marked with an asterisk (a).
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List.

Variety P M

.bbe Mongein if
D'Abon.dnce if

#
deie if

D'Aienoon if
itlexandrine Douillard.
.k.1thorpe Gras sane if
Arnadotte if
Amaniis
Ambrette D'Hiver if*?1boie
knire Roux if
Amose lie

Lmosefle Panaches if
D'ume if
D'Ange
nge1iue de Bordeaux if

D'Angleterre if
A.ngleterre D'Hiver #
D'..iigoicse if
D'..ngora

rbre Courbe
Archiduc Ciar1es
D'renberg
'irgent if

D1uch if
Audibert if
Augier if
Augu.ste June
..urate if
Aurore
Bachelier if
DeBaratte if
*Baronnede Me 110
Bassin if
DeBavy if
Belie i.11iance if
Belle .ngevine if
Belle dc Thouars if
Beilissirne D'Hiver if
Benne rt

Be que si

Bergainotte Rouge if
Bernard
Besi de erjc if

*] Beurre if

if

if

if
if
if

if

if
if

if
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Variety P M

Bishop's Thumb #
Blanquet Lonue ene #
Bon Chretien if
Bornie Dyee
Bonne Jeanne
Bonne Malinoise #
Bonne de ou1ers #
De Bord.eaux

Bose
Do Bouchet
Boutoc #
Bretonnean
Briet
Briffant
de Brigtioles #
Br1ndmour
Bronzee
Bugi
*Bugiarda #
Cadet de vaux
Ci4ette
Calebasse
Carnaelite

Carriere
Casimir Rorer (often) #
Cassante D'Hardenjort
Catillac
Catinka
Cent Couronnes #
Chair A'Dame
Chaptal #
Charbormiere
Do Charneu
Chat Brule
*De Chaumontel

Chedeville
Choisnardi
Clairgeau
Coirnar

Coirnar D'Ete

Colorna

Columbia
du Cornice

Cornte cle Plandre

Conoombrine
Conseiller de la Cour
DeC0q
Cornemuse
Crassane
Crottee

Cuisse Madne if
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Variety P M

Culotte De uisse
*Du Cure
Curtet
Daibret
De Dame
De±'ays
Deuces Dxigers #
Desire Coruelis
Des Deux Soeurs
A'Deux Tetes #
Diel
Dix
Docteur Bexiit #
Donville
Daub le-Fleur
Double Phulirpe
Dayeu Dillen
De Dayenne #
Deyonne Roux
Duch9sse De Berry
Dtichesse de Mars
Duva].
De Duvergiiies
anile D'Heyst
pargne

Epiue D'Ete
Epine du Mas
Epizie Rose
Esperen
Esperine

yewood
de Madame
Madame Elisa
DeMsi
Mansuette
Marie-Louise Delcourt
Marquise
Marsausix
Martin Sec
Martin Sire
Matou
deMauny
Mauxion
Messire Jean
Milan Blanc
Millot cle ancy
Moire
Mon.ohcal lard #
Mouse igneur Iftie
Monseigneur des Hons
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Variety P

d.e Montgeron
de Montigny ft
More lie Blanche

Mouilie Bouche ft
Muscat Pleuri ft
Muscat a Longue uene ft
Muscat Illernand ft
Musette
Nain Vert
de Nantes ft
Napoleon ft
Naquette ft
Nec-pius-meuris ft
Nonparielle ft
Nouveau Porteau #
Oignonet ö.e Provence ft
D'Oeuf
Oeuf De Cygne ft
Oken D?Hiver ft
Orange d.'Hiver
Orange Musquer ft
Orange Ruge ft
Orange Tu].ipee ft
Orpheline D'Enghien #
De Partheirny ft
Passe Colmar ft
Passe-Tard.ive ft
Pastorle
Paul Thielens ft
d.e Payenche ft
Pater Noster ft
d.e Pentecote #
a la Perle
Petit Muscat ft
Petit-Oiu #
PIe1X ft
Pioulier
Poiteau ft
Pomrne ft
Precoce ft
Prevost ft
Deuessoy ft
uete1et ft

d.e Bance #
Ravut

Reine des Precoces ft
Romaine #
Rousse Leuch ft
Royale d'Hiver ft
afrau
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Variety M

ageret
Do Saint Gall
St. Germain
St. eiain D'Lte
St. Lezin
St. Mio'nel r3hange
de Saint-Ours
St. Ro3h
de Saint-Waast
Salviati
3angine
Sangtiinole
Sans Pe:pins
Sarrasin
Seckle
Seringe
Seutin
Shobden Court
Sieulle #
Silvange
Six
Soldat Laboureur
Stuttgart
Sucree Jamie
Sucree de L1021t lucon
Sucre Vert
Sucre de Provenoe

*Surpasse Lleuris
Suzette de Bavay
Tardive de Tou1oue #
Theodore vans Mons
Thouin
du Til].oy
de Tongres
Tonneau
Tougard
Triomihe cle Jodoine
Truitee
Theurlinc1w
des TJrbanistes
de Vallee
Vanassohe
Van Marum
Van Lions Leon Lec1er
Verinillon
des Veterants

*Vioornte de Spoelberg
de Vigne
Virgouleuse
Willermoz

#
#
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Variety P M

William Prince
Williams
Zeihirjn Gregoire

Total 191 60

In the list of 251 varieties given above 31 sometimes

show a tendency towards deciduousness of calyx lobes. Here then

is statistical evidence that at least some varieties of Pyru.s oommis

carry a factor for deciduous calyx lobes, although this factor is gen-

erally recessive.

As will be oeen from Table II the ratio existing between

the persistent calyx lobes ond the deciduous lobes is not exactly 1

to 3, as it would be if the segregation of characters took place ac-

C3rding to tru.e Mendelian proportions, but is 1 to 3.7. The large

number of observations made probably warrants the assumption that

these data reDresent average conditions for the LeConte pear. The

variance in this ratio from that of a strict Mendelian ratio is per-

haps satisfactorily explained by the fact that Pyris comnunis carries

a factor for deciduous calyx lobes, as shown by the above list of

varieties of rrus coniounis.

Assuming that Pyrus sinensis carries only a single kind of

factor and that factor for deciduous lobes, then the .7, which is

above and beyond the precise ratio of 1 to 3, may be explained by

saying that Pyris comnunis produces one group of chromatin granules

carrying factors for calyx persistence only and a second group of

chromatin granules carrying .832 factors for a calyx persistence and

.168 factors for a calyx deciduous characteristic. Disregarding the
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above list of varieties of Pyrus corrnunis, a second explaiation of

the sme figures may be made sufposing that Pyrus coimnunis carries

only a single kind of factor and that factor for persistent calyx

lobes. Then the .7, whioh is above and beyond the precise ratio of

1 to 3, may be explained by saying that Pyrus sinensis produces one

group of chrornatin granules cariing factors for deciduous calyx

lobes only, and another group of chromatin granules carrying .168

factors for calyx deciduousness and .832 factors for a calyx persist-

ence characteristic. A third hypothesis, equally possible, is that

each group of chromatin granules of the supposed hybrid, LeConte,

bears both deciduous and persistent factors; in this latter case,

however, it is evident that there is no way of determining the rela-

tive ratio between these characters.

The above assumption may be diagramatically represented

as follows:

1st Hypothesis 2nd Hypothesis

In which:

C represents Pyrus communis character"
S represents Pyrus sinensis ttcharacterlt
P represents iersistency factors
D represents deciduous fctors.

3rd Hypothesis

11

In the above connection it is both interesting and instrac-

tive to examine the record presented by few Transcendent crabs, a
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standard variety of another pomaceous fruit which shows a similar

somatic segregation of characters. Fifty-six fruits were examined

and classified aS fol1ois, according to the n'omber of persistent

calyx lobes present.

TABLE III.

5.? 4P 3.? 2P 1.? D Total

7 3 3 7 4 32 56

Table III presents data for the Transcendent Crab similar

to tht presented in Table I for the LeConte pear. The figures giv-

en in Table IV are obtained from Table III is exactly the same manner

that the figures in Table II are computed from the statistics given
in Table I.

TABLE IV.

Total Persistent Deciduous Ratio

2S0 74 206 2.8

It will be seen from the data presented in Table IV that

in the case of the Transcendent crab as well as in the case of the

LeCoute pear there is a decided tendency for the deciduous character

to segregate out according to Liendelian ratio.

The conclusion, stated above, is further strengthened by

Cook (13), who in discussing the dimorphism of leaves which occurs

in certain plants, gives a count of sirnale and lobed leaves occurring

on a single laiit of "Triumph' cotton. 'L!ost of the leaves were

simJie and. eitire and only a few being three lobed and these with the

lobes unusually short. A count showed 152 simple leaves and 41 with

lobes." lthough the counts are very few and not sufticient for corn-

iete accuracy, yet it is interesting to note that the ratio of lobed
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leaves to si ;le uniobed leaves is as 1 is to 3.7; seemi:ig to have

a general tendency to follow the Mendelian ratio. However, the fact

that this may be a mere coincidence removed by farther coants must

not for a moment be overlooked.

GEERL OHS IDER&TI OHS.

It would be very interesting as well as instructive if it

could be determined definitely at just what period in the develop-

ment of the riant this segregation takes viace. In all probability

it viii be found to take :lace sometime durthg the development of the

flower-bud or of the latter into the young fruit. Prom an examin-

ation of the data it is to be seen that this deciduous character is

evident in the

ticus as i

various cieres

'cc found on the

very young fruit and evists in

fruit which is fully matured.

of perssteacy of cal lobes

scne fruit-spar, es well as o

about the same propor-

Fruits in which the

may be oerved are to

o different erurs.

ttent1on has already been called to the fact that the

LeOonte may possibly be a mere mutant or seed-sport rather than a

true hybrid. Even if such is the case, this fact ou1d not change

the cOaciuSions from the data here presented. It has been found

that there is a segregation of characters iv the somatic tissue of

the LeConte rear and that such segregation tends to follow the

Mendelian ratio whether the LeConte is a hybrid or a mutant. How-

ever, it may be said that since the Mendelian ratio is so closely

approxnated it seems reasovable to consider the LeConte a true

hybrid between the sDecies Pyrus communis and Pyras sinensis.
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Even thou it should be proved at some later date that

the LeOonte is a mere mutation of Prrus sinensis, it is not un-

reasonable to suptose that this sDecies carries a latent factor for

persistence of calyx lobes. xi explanation of the facts here re-

corded mit then be based on a theory proposed by Cook that such

phenomena. are due to an alternate expression Of characters rather

tian to an alternate transmissjon as is usually proposed by follow-

ers of Mendel.

(liThe phenomena of inheritance have been supposed to cen-

ter exclusively in the germ cells, the assumption being that all the

characters that are shown in the adult are determined beforehand in

the germ cells....

"That the leaves and other vegetative parts of many plants

do not have the power of regenerating or bringing the characters of

other parts into expression does nt demonstrate a fundamental dif-

ference between germinal and somatic protoplasm. In some plants,

such as the Begonia, it is evident that all of the tissues inherit

all of the characters, since new Plants are ahie to bud. out freely

from the leaf blades, petioles and stalks..

"If there were a complete correspondence between the ex-

pression and transmission, so that the transmitted characters of a

variety could. be fully 1iown from a single individual or from a gen-

eration of uniform individuals, the characters of a pure-bred unifoin

variety might be expected to remain fixed for all time and. further

selection would be entirely unnecessary as assumed in some theories.

But in reality no such rermanent uniformity has been found to exist...
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"The development of any individual lant may be viewed as

a progressive change of exoresslon of characters, the juvenile

characters giving way to the adult, but the changes are usually so

gradual as to suggest no anology with the Lendelian foiin of definite-

ly contrasted alternative inheritance. Abrupt changes from the ju-

venileto the adult foxns of foliage have long been lmovm in such

cases as junipers and eucalypts, but these have not been considered

as of the same nature as the contrasted irtheritance of' Llendelian

characters. In the case of the cotton and the Hibiscus, however,

it apnears that Mendelian relations exist in characters that are also

subject to abrupt change during in&ivid.ual development. Mendelian

inheritance is associated with other contrasted changes in expres-

sion of characters. The same characters that show contrasted ex-

pression in Mendelian hybrids may be as definitely contrasted, in

related plants, in the growth of each individual. Mendelism, like

the dimorphic differences, may be looked upon as representing alter-

native expression of characters instead of alternative transmission.")

(14)

If this is a case of alteraative expression rather than

of alternative transmission of characters, the data presented would

suggest that there is a mechanism possessed by the cell that enables

it to bring into expression its several characters in as orderly a

system and with as great a degree of certainty and precision as the

mechanism possessed by the reproductive cells that provide for alter-

native transmission. Likewise, if the case in hand is to be inter-

preted as an instance of dominance and reversed dominance, the data

show that there is arnarently a mechanism possessed by the somatic
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cell capable of affording practically the ssme results and With the

same degree regularity as those afforded by the reduction and fer-

tilization processes incident to bisexual reproduction.

It does not seem amiss at this point to call attention to

the possible significance in practical breeding work of the fact of

segregation of somatic characters. Segregation of characters cannot

take ilace without the operation of some definite mechanism possessed

by the snatic plant cell. If this mechanism is present it is reason-

able to assume that apparent1 new valuable combinations of characters

(improvement) may arise in the course of ordinary bud propagation,

as well as in the case of sexual reproduction, however, the fact that

such new combinations may mean retrogression as well as progression

must not for a moment be overlooked. It may be assumed that new

characters cannot originate within the plant itself but must be added

by crossing with an individual which possesses the characters to be

added. On such an assumption the new combinations may be explained

by supposing the characters within the plant-cell have been rearrang-

ed in an entirely different position, for example they may be revers-

ed (in dominance), inverted, etc., thus giving rise to appareiitly

new characters. Again, somatic segregation may be regarded as act-

ing as a sorting process, i.e. when certain segregations ta1 place

inhibitors of valuable characters are separated out and these valuable

characteristics then come into expression.

At present little is 3mown definitely as to strains exist-

ing within a variety but from infomnation at hand it seems that such

is sometimes the case. cell 1novn instances of what perhaps may
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be termed strains existing within horticultural varieties are afford-

ed by the Baldwin, G'avenstein, Rome Beauty and Yellow ewtovi apples,

which produce fru.its of entirely different shapes, sizes and colors

when grown under different local environments. There is not at hand

sufficient evidence to afford a definite exnlanation of these facts;

however, the 3OiiClUSiOflS based n the data Presented in this paper

may afford a POssible explanation of them.

Improvement by bud selection may seem to be more promising,

now that there is presented a possible explanation of the inediate

causes of at least some bud. variations. As more is learned about

the horticultural strains that exist within vegetatively propoga-

ted varieties dreater care must be exercised in the reproduction of

such plants, either tc preserve the type in its entirety, or else

bear constantly in mnd an i1eal to be attained and select with this

ideal always in view. All this means that in lants propagated by

buds attention will have to be naid to the mother plants frc:m which

bus are secured in order always to be sure that the tyDe is remain

the same and t hat different strains are not arising, be they retro-

gressive or orogressive,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Plate I.

Fig. 1. -- Two fruits of the Le Conte Pear, the
calyces of which are entirely deciduous. Close
scrutiny will reveal the lines where the calyx
lobes have sheared off.
Pig. 2. -- A Le Conte Pear where all but one of
the calyx lobes are deciduous.
Pig. 3. -- A Le Conte pear with two calyx lobes
persistent.

Plate II.
Pig. 4. -- This figure ehovs a group of Transcendent
crabs, two of which (a and o) show deciduous calyx
lobes, one (b) with a single persiEtent oalyx lobe,
and the other two in the background with persistent
calycee.
Fig. 5. -- another group of Transcendent crabs, thetwo fruits on the left having persistent calyces,and the one on the right with but one oa].yx lobepersitent.
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